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Abstract 

Heat transfer of a capillary evaporator in a loop heat pipe was analyzed through 3D numerical si-
mulations to study the effects of the thermal conductivity of the wick, the contact area between the 
casing and the wick, and the subcooling in the compensation chamber (CC) on the thermal per-
formance of the evaporator. A pore network model with a distribution of pore radii was used to 
simulate liquid flow in the porous structure of the wick. To obtain high accuracy, fine meshes were 
used at the boundaries among the casing, the wick, and the grooves. Distributions of temperature, 
pressure, and mass flow rate were compared for polytetra-fluoroethylene (PTFE) and stainless 
steel wicks. The thermal conductivity of the wick and the contact area between the casing and the 
wick significantly impacted thermal performance of the evaporator heat-transfer coefficient and 
the heat leak to the CC. The 3D analysis provided highly accurate values for the heat leak; in some 
cases, the heat leaks of PTFE and stainless steel wicks showed little differences. In general, the 
heat flux is concentrated at the boundaries between the casing, the wick, and the grooves; there-
fore, thermal performance can be optimized by increasing the length of the boundary. 
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1. Introduction

Loop heat pipes (LHPs) and capillary pumped loops (CPLs) have attracted attention as advanced thermal control 

devices of spacecrafts, electronic devices, etc. The LHP and CPL require no external power to drive working 



fluids because of the capillary pressure generated in a porous structure in the evaporator, and they have high 

heat-transfer capabilities because heat transport is associated with phase changes between liquid and vapor 

(Figure 1(a)). Operating principles and characteristics are explained in detail elsewhere [1] [2]. 

The thermal performance of these devises is significantly affected by the design of the evaporator, and several 

studies of heat and mass transfer in capillary evaporators have been reported [3]-[13]. Fluid in the wick takes 

one of two principal forms: at low heat loads, the wick is completely filled with liquid, whereas at high heat 

loads, the wick contains fluid in a two-phase liquid-vapor state. Since it is complicated to propose an optimum 

geometry of the evaporator for the two widely different conditions, this paper focuses on the first condition. 

Numerical studies on heat transfer with saturated wicks have been performed [3]-[9]. In [5], a quasi-3D numeri-

cal model was developed on the basis of Darcy’s law and energy conservation in the evaporator, including liquid 

in the compensation chamber (CC), the wick, the groove, and the casing; the model was used to obtain distribu-

tions of temperature, pressure, and velocity. In [6], a 3D simulation using the lattice Boltzmann method was 

presented, and details of flow and heat transfer in the porous structure were obtained.

A high-performance evaporator requires high-efficiency heat exchange between the casing of the heating sur-

face and the vapor transferred to the condenser. In addition, heat leaks to the CC must be small because the sa-

turated state in the CC controls the state of the LHP. Therefore, evaporator designs for thermal performance can 

be discussed in terms of the trade-off between the heat-transfer coefficient and heat leaks to the CC. This ap-

proach has been addressed in [14]. In our previous study, polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) wicks, with a bulk 

thermal conductivity of 0.25 W/m K, were applied in an attempt to decrease heat leaks to the CC [8] [15] [16]. 

Moreover, there is a requirement also for the evaporator to transfer the maximum heat load. To increase the 

heat-transfer amount reaching the capillary limit, the reduction of the pressure loss by the fluid flow should be 

considered. However, this point is not included in this paper.

In this study, a 3D numerical model of an LHP evaporator with the wick fully saturated with liquid is devel-

oped. The purpose was to find a guide for a design that attains geometric optimization in terms of the capillary 

evaporator’s thermal performance. Focus has been provided on how the thermal performance of the evaporator 

is affected by the wick’s thermal conductivity, the contact area between the casing and the wick, and the sub-

cooling in the CC. Note that, in this study, situations wherein the wick contains fluid in two-phase vapor-liquid 

states are not considered; those situations have been addressed elsewhere [10]-[12]. In Section 2, the governing 

equations and the porous characteristics of the wick are described. In Section 3, our numerical procedure is dis-

cussed. Finally, in Section 4, computational results are presented. Comparison of PTFE with stainless steel as a 

representative material of metal wick is discussed specially.

2. Numerical Model

This section presents our numerical model for heat and mass transfer in the evaporator. Figure 1(b) shows the 

computational domain, which corresponds to the area surrounded by the red dashed line in Figure 1(a). The-

wick contains grooves, as observed in Figure 1(b). The pore network model (PNM) in [9] [11] [12] was applied 

here to determine how liquid flow in the wick is affected by the pore radius distribution in the porous media.

Figure 1(c) shows the PNM. The PNM divides the porous structure into two parts-pores and throats. In our 

case, the pores were spherical and the throats were cylindrical. The radii of the pores and throats together with

the lengths of the throats characterize the porous structure of the wick, which includes pore radius, porosity, and

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of a loop heat pipe, (b) computational domain, and (c) representation of pore network model for flu-

id analysis in the wick.
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permeability. Using this simple model, the PNM can include more pores and calculate over a larger porous me-

dia than the lattice Boltzmann method. Energy conservation in other components of the LHP was excluded, al-

lowing us to easily determine heat-transfer only in the evaporator.

The main assumptions used in the model were as follows: 1) grooves were filled with saturated vapor at con-

stant temperature and pressure; 2) the bulk solid and fluid in the wick were in local thermal equilibrium; 3) the 

fluid was incompressible; 4) fluid properties were temperature dependent; 5) the liquid-vapor interface had no 

thickness; 6) the process was at steady state; and 7) the effects of gravity and thermal radiation were negligible.

2.1. Governing Equation 

In the PNM, mass flow rate 
ijm in the throat between pores i and j is expressed as follows,

ij

ij i j

l

g
m P P (1)

where, ijg is flow resistance in the throat, l is kinematic viscosity coefficient of liquid, P is pressure in a

pore. Assuming Poiseuille flow, the flow resistance is given by:

4

8

th
ij

th

r
g

l
(2)

where, thr and thl are radius and length of the throat, respectively. By considering mass conservation at pore

i , system of linear equations is obtained,

0
ij

i j
j l

g
P P (3)

Energy conservation in the wick, including conduction and convection, can be written as

2

_ eff _p l ij lc m T k T (4)

and heat conduction by the evaporator casing is given by

2

case 0k T (5)

In Equations (4) and (5), 
pc is the isobaric specific heat of the liquid, T is temperature, casek is thermal 

conductivity of the casing, and
eff _ lk is the effective thermal conductivity of the wick filled with liquid. The 

latter was obtained by volume averaging the thermal conductivities of the bulk solid bulkk and liquid
_ lk each 

appropriately weighted with the porosity : 

eff _ _ bulk1l lk k k (6)

Liquid evaporate at the interface between the wick and the grooves, which is defined as interface. The 

interface is shown in Figure 2. The mass flow rate generated by evaporation nm is expressed by

eff _ l i gr

T
k h T T

n
(7)

i gr n fgh A T T m H (8)

where n is the direction normal to the interface, ih is the interfacial heat-transfer coefficient calculated 

by using the equation in [17], grT is the temperature of the grooves, A is the cross-sectional area, and 
fgH

is the latent heat of the working fluid. The temperature in the grooves was assumed to be constant at the satura-

tion temperature. The saturation temperature was calculated from the pressure in the grooves and the -P T  sa-

turation curve of the working fluid. The pressure loss from the grooves to the CC linesP was calculated from 

the total mass flow rate in the wick, assuming Poiseuille flow in a circular pipe, as presented in [18]. The pres-

sure in the grooves was obtained from

cc linesgrP P P (9)



Figure 2. Liquid-

mesh (volime in dotted line). (a) front view and (b) rear view.

where ccP is the pressure in the CC. The temperature and pressure in the CC were not calculated in this study. 

The assumptions of constant temperature and saturation pressure were imposed to allow simple calculations of 

only the heat transfer in the evaporator. The other boundary conditions were those commonly used in previous 

studies: 1) uniform heat flux at the heating surface y Ly (Neumann boundary condition); 2) thermal con-

nection by contact thermal resistance of 10,000 W/m2 K used in [19] at the casing-wick contact surface 

_y Ly w ; 3) convective boundary at the bottom of the wick 0y with a heat-transfer coefficient of 100 

W/m2 K used in a previous study [13] (Robin boundary condition); 4) constant pressure ccP at the bottom of 

the wick 0y (Dirichlet condition); 5) impervious walls at 0z and _y Ly w ; 6) adiabatic conditions 

at 0z and at the casing-groove interface; and 7) periodic boundary conditions at 0x and x Lx . 

2.2. Representation of Porous Structure 

In the PNM, characteristics of the porous structure can be established by setting dimensions for voids—the ra-

dius of each pore 
porer , the radius of each throat thr , and the length of each throat thl (see Figure 1(c)) 

—which control the porosity, permeability, and pore radius distribution, respectively. In this study, a polytetraf-

luoroethylene (PTFE) wick [16], for which the porosity and permeability are 0.34 and 2.0 × 10 14 m2, respec-

was determined by using a log-normal probability density function to fit the pore radius distribution, which was 

measured by mercury porosimetry [20]. A mercury porosimeter can measure a pore radius distribution when the 

capillary pressure balances. In the PNM, the capillary pressure is expressed in terms of the throat’s radius. 

Therefore, in the PNM, the measured pore radius distribution corresponds to the radius distribution of the throat. 

Figure 3 compares measured and calculated distributions of pore radii. In the figure, the y-axis contains the pore 

volume normalized by its maximum. The distribution of throat radii agrees well with the measured distribution 

of pore radii. To determine the permeability of the constructed wick, the permeability was calculated as intro-

duced in [12]. The computed permeability agreed with the measured permeability within 2%. All the main por-

ous characteristics were in good agreement with measured values. The representation of porous characteristics is 

presented in [9]. Once the porous structure was constructed, it was used in all calculations. 

3. Numerical Procedure

The method used to solve the above equations is shown by the flow chart in Figure 4. First, standard finite vo-

lume methods were used to solve the combination of Equations (4) and (5) with no mass flow rate. From those 

results, the mass flow rate at the interface was calculated, as imposed by the boundary condition in Equation 

(3). After the pressure field was obtained from Equation (4), mass flow rates in the wick and the LHP, and the 

pressure drop from the grooves to the CC were calculated. Finally, the updated pressure drop and mass flow rate 

in the wick were compared with values from previous iterations to judge convergence of the calculation. If con-

vergence was not yet attained, the calculation returned to Equations (4) and (5) with the updated mass flow rate. 

The above calculation loop was iterated until convergence was obtained.

An energy balance over the entire system can be written as

leak evap sens applyd
y Ly

Q Q Q q A (10) 
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Figure 3. Comparison of the measured and calculated pore radius distributions. 

Vertical axes are normalized by the maximum value.

Figure 4. Flow chart of the numerical algorithm.

where, 
leakQ is heat leak to the CC, evapQ is heat transferred by phase change, and 

sensQ is sensible heat

from the inlet to the outlet of the wick. The right side is total amount of applied heat to the evaporator. Each 

term in the left side is calculated as follows:

leak eff _0
dly

T
Q k A

y
(11) 

evap n fgQ m H (12) 

sens _ _
0

p l p l
y

Q mc T mc T (13) 

The energy balance (Equation (10)) was satisfied with a maximum relative error of less than 1%.

Generally, a mesh size of 0.1 mm is used. However, in case the thermal conductivity of the wick is 

lower than that of the casing, the temperature gradient in the wick near the boundary among the casing, the wick, 

and the grooves can be high. Therefore, to calculate with a high degree of accuracy, a finer mesh of 100 is 

used, as shown in Figure 2. The total number of nodes was 10,773,391.

4. Results and Discussion

Calculations were performed for the eight conditions shown in Table 1. The conditions are selected to investi- 
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Table 1. Calculation conditions using either PTFE or stainless steel wicks.

Calculation number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Material of a wick PTFEa PTFE PTFE SUSb SUS SUS PTFE SUS 

Area of contact surface (%) 75 50 25 75 50 25 50 50

Subcooling of the CC ( ) 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 5 

a
Thermal conductivity is . 

b
SUS is stainless steel . 

gate how the thermal performance of the evaporator was affected by the thermal conductivity of wicks, contact 

area between wick and casing, and the subcooling of liquid in the CC. The effective thermal conductivities of 

the PTFE and stainless steel wicks completely filled with liquid were 0.22 and 10.6 W/m K, respectively. The 

contact area between the casing and the wick depends on the width of the grooves _Lx g ; in Table 1, the con-

tact area is expressed as the percentage of casing cross-sectional area, Lx Lz . Subcooling in the CC was used 

as the liquid temperature in the CC, which was the boundary condition at 0y . Other conditions included the 

following: the heat flux applied to the casing was 0.625 W/cm2, the saturation temperature in the CC was 29.4 , 

and the thermal conductivity of the stainless steel casing was 16 W/m K. The working fluid was ethanol. 

Figure 5 shows 3D color renderings for pressure and temperature distributions and 2D color renderings of 

mass flow rate distributions on the x-y plane at 2z Lz for the PTFE (left) and stainless steel (right) wicks; 

these results are from calculations 2 and 5 in Table 1. Figure 5(a) shows little difference in the pressure distri-

butions: the maximum pressure was in the grooves, and the minimum pressure was right under the evaporator 

case at the groove-wick interface. The maximum pressure difference was about 3.5 kPa, which was much less 

than the capillary pressure (18 kPa) for the largest pore radius. This confirms that it was reasonable to assume 

that the liquid-vapor interface was at the interface between the wick and the grooves. 

In Figure 5(b), the maximum temperature was on top of the casing, and the minimum temperature was at the 

lowest part of the wick. The casing temperature with the PTFE wick was higher than that with the stainless steel 

wick. In the model, the saturation temperature in the CC was set directly to study the performance of only the 

evaporator. In fact, the CC temperature is affected by the heat leak from the evaporator and the subcooled liquid 

flowing from the liquid line. Therefore, the CC temperature affects the casing temperature, and evaluation of the 

temperature in the calculation differs somewhat from reality. Note that the color scales are different for the two 

panels in Figure 5(b). Note also that, although the boundary conditions on the front and rear surfaces differ, 

there is almost no variation of temperature or pressure in the z-direction in Figures 5(a)-(b). 

In Figure 5(c), the two distributions of mass flow rate are very different. For the PTFE wick, the maximum 

mass flow rate is at the boundary between the casing, the wick, and the grooves, and the variations are large. In 

contrast, for the stainless steel wick, the variations are small. It seems that the mass flow rate in the PTFE wick 

is more sensitive to the temperature distribution.

Figure 6 presents calculated results for the response of the evaporator heat-transfer coefficient to changes in 

contact areas when PTFE and stainless steel wicks were used; these results are from calculations 1 - 6 in Table 1. 

The evaporator heat-transfer coefficient evaph was calculated from

evap

evap

cont case gr

Q
h

A T T
(14)

where contA is the contact area between the case and wick, and caseT is the average temperature on the upper 

surface of the casing y Ly . Here, the performance of the evaporator, without the effect of the heat leak to 

the CC, was evaluated using evapQ as the amount of heat instead of using the heat load to the evaporator. Fig-

ure 6 shows that the evaporator heat-transfer coefficient with the stainless steel wick was approximately 10 

times higher than that with the PTFE wick. This indicates that the thermal conductivity of the wick has a large 

impact on the heat-transfer coefficient of the evaporator. The figure also shows that, for both wicks, the evapo-

rator heat-transfer coefficient increases as the contact area decreases. 

Figure 7 presents distributions of heat flux in the y-direction on the contact surface at 2z Lz for the 

PTFE and stainless steel wicks; these are results from calculations 2 and 5 in Table 1. Heat flux in negative 

y-direction is positive along the vertical axis. For both wicks, the maximum heat fluxes occurred at the 

groove-wick interface, which were at 1.0x and 3.0 mm. The maximum heat flux for the PTFE wick was 12 

times larger than that for the stainless steel wick. At the groove-wick interface ( 1.0x and 3.0 mm), high heat 

flow occurs in the x-direction due to evaporation with a high interfacial heat-transfer coefficient. As a result, the 



Figure 5. Renderings of (a) 3D pressure, (b) 3D temperature, and 

(c) 2D mass flow rate distributions for PTFE wick (left, calcula-

tion 2) and for stainless steel wick (right, calculation 5).

Figure 6. Effect of contact area on evaporator heat-transfer coeffi-

cients for PTFE and stainless steel wicks.

Figure 7. Comparison of heat flux distribution along the contact 

surface between the casing and the wick at 2z Lz for PTFE 

and stainless steel wicks.
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heat flux concentrates at the boundaries between the casing, the wick, and the grooves. Therefore, the evaporator 

heat-transfer coefficient is higher when the region of the boundary is larger. Therefore, the thermal performance 

of the evaporator can be optimized by changing the length of the boundary per unit area of contact surface. In 

this calculation, the lengths were 0.67, 1.0, and 2.0 mm on contact areas of 75%, 50%, and 25%, respectively. In 

[8] [21], increasing the number of grooves, i.e., increasing of the length of the boundary, led to enhance the 

thermal performance of the evaporator. The pressure loss in the grooves must also be included when considering 

the LHP performance. The pressure loss depends on groove length and cross-section area, since it can be esti-

mated from flow in a pipe. Thus, geometric optimization of the evaporator for LHP performance can be dis-

cussed in terms of the trade-off between the length of the boundary and the geometrical parameters affecting the 

pressure loss. The optimization theory based on the above will be developed and be verified by LHP experi-

ments in a future work.

Table 2 lists the calculated results at each calculation condition for the evaporator heat-transfer coefficient

evaph , the heat transferred by phase change evapQ , and the heat leak to the CC 
leakQ . The two amounts of heat 

were normalized using the heat load to the evaporator from the rhs of Equation (10). Although the effective 

thermal conductivities of the two wicks differed by a factor of 48, the heat leaks for the PTFE and stainless steel 

wicks were almost the same (see results for calculations 1 and 4 in Table 2). Based on an estimate of the heat 

leak assuming one-dimensional heat conduction in the wick [22]-[25], the heat leak of the PTFE wick, which 

has a lower thermal conductivity, is smaller. However, results from the two calculations do not correspond. On 

the other hand, on data comparison between calculation numbers 3 and 6, the results still provide valid estima-

tions. In [25], the convection effect of liquid flow in the wick is small because the Peclet number was 0.4. The 

heat leak can generally be estimated with higher accuracy by 3D analysis; thus, estimates of the heat leak as-

suming one-dimensional heat conduction in the wick can be less accurate in some cases. The reason may be the 

temperature distribution in the x-direction, as shown in Figure 5(b), and the formation of a region of super-

heated liquid in the wick. To estimate the heat leak with high accuracy, it will be necessary to develop a model 

that considers the above or to solve for the temperature distribution in the wick. In addition, when the entire 

LHP system evaluated, the heat leak to the CC through the metallic casing must to be considered.

Evaporator heat-transfer coefficients calculated with 5 of subcooling (calculations 7 and 8 in Table 2) were 

smaller than those without subcooling (calculations 2 and 5). This is because the heat leak leakQ was larger due 

to the lower temperature of the CC by the subcooling; thus, the heat transferred by phase change evapQ was

smaller.

Figure 8 presents the distribution of mass flow rate in the wick–groove interface, as obtained from calculation 

7. For this calculation, the length Lz was changed to 1.5 mm, which allows us to more easily view the entire

evaporator. On surfaces having heights less than the grooves, the arrows representing mass flow rates in Figure 

8 cannot be seen because they point into the wick. This implies that condensation occurred at the interface; this 

is a heat-pipe effect and has been recognized earlier in [26]. The total mass flow rate by condensation was 8.48% 

of the total mass flow rate in the evaporator. The effect on the PTFE wick was more noticeable than that on the 

stainless steel wick. It seems that the heat-pipe effect was larger for the PTFE wick because of the larger tem-

perature distribution in the PTFE wick.

5. Conclusion

The thermal performance of the evaporator in a loop heat pipe using 3D numerical simulations with a pore net-

work model for situations wherein the wick was fully filled with liquid, has been investigated. In particular, how 

the evaporator’s performance responded to changes in the thermal conductivity of the wick, the contact area

Table 2. Calculated results of evaporator performance at each of the eight conditions listed in Table 1.

Calculation number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

evap
h (W/m2 K) 497 714 1300 5680 7400 10900 678 6810

evap
Q (%) 91.2 92.9 93.8 93.5 93.8 93.8 87.8 85.0

leak
Q (%) 5.64 3.91 2.86 5.59 5.27 5.05 7.99 12.7



Figure 8. Mass flow rate on liquid-vapor interface viewed from rear.

between the casing and the wick, and the subcooling of the CC has been studied. Three-dimensional color ren-

derings of pressure and temperature distributions were presented as well as 2D distributions of mass flow rates. 

Mass flow rates in the PTFE wick were more sensitive to the temperature distribution than those in the stainless 

steel wick. The evaporator heat-transfer coefficient for the stainless steel wick was approximately 10 times 

higher than that for the PTFE wick. On both wicks, heat fluxes concentrated at the boundary among the casing, 

the wick, and the grooves, and the result of the PTFE wick has larger distribution. The computational results 

showed that the length of the boundary per unit contact area is an important parameter in geometric optimization 

of the evaporator with respect to thermal performance. In our 3D analyses, the heat leak to the CC was estimated 

with high accuracy, and some cases showed small differences in the heat leaks between the PTFE and stainless 

steel wicks. In addition, the calculated results showed a heat-pipe effect in which evaporation and condensation 

occurred at the groove-wick interface. This effect was larger for the PTFE wick, which had a larger temperature 

distribution.
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